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This invention relates to improvements in fold movement in the process or operation of closing
ing or collapsible doors or partitions, such as em the door or of expanding the panes for that pure

ployed upon garages or for the fire doors of build
ings. One of the chief objects of the invention
is to provide a folding or collapsible door made up
of a plurality of panels or shutters horizontally

pose, the said successive stopping of the several
panels being due to the said successive enlarge

ment of the heads of the pivot lugs or pins ex
tended from the ends of the panels and contact
arranged and mounted at their ends to slide with ing the said pins or stops of the channel-Ways of
in channels or run-ways formed in the upright the side members.
side members of the door, and to expand verti
With the foregoing and such other objects and
O cally in an overlapping relation for closing the advantages in view as may appear from the fol O
door Opening, Or to pivot to a horizontaposition lowing specification and drawings, attention is
for collapsing to the top of the door frame, for now directed to the drawings wherein
the purpose of opening the door.
Figurel is a fragmentary view of a wall with a
Another object of the invention is to provide door-Way formed therein, the door-Way being
5 a folding or collapsible door or partition, the provided with a collapsible closure or door com 5
same being made up of a plurality of narrow posed of collapsible panels assembled and mount
panels arranged in a horizontal overlapping rela ed in accordance with my invention.
tion, these panels being extended between chan
Figure 2 is a frontal elevation of one of the
neled and vertically positioned side members of panels or shutters, a plurality of which are as
20

the door, the ends of the panels being provided sembled to complete a door in accordance with
With headed lugs extended into the channels of my invention.
the side members and upon which lugs the panels
Figure 3 is an end view of One of the panels or
may turn or pivot so that their planes are turned shutters.

either vertically, as when the door is closed, or

25 are turned horizontally and drawn together in a

Figure 4 is a section on the line 4-4 of Figure
1, the door panels however being shown collapsed
to the top of the door, for opening the same.
Figure 5 is a fragmentary view showing how
the panels of the door are pivotally hung within
the channeled side members of the door frame

stack at the top of the door opening, as when the
dooris Opened, the said channels of the side anem
bers of the door being increased in width from
botton to top of the doorframe at distances sub
30 stantially corresponding to the width of the and illustrating one means for stopping the
panels, and the heads of the pivot lugs upon panels at their required vertical positions, for the
which the panels are suspended being also in purpose of entirely closing the door opening.
creased or enlarged from bottom to top, to the
Figure 6 is a detail showing one method or
end that the several panels will automatically means of stopping the panels of the door at their
SS spread vertically for closing the door way with required vertical locations, by means of pins or
each panel pivotally supported in its required stops extended transversely of the channel-way
position as a partial closure by being stopped at Or track of theside members of the door frame,
the required vertical position in the doorframe by these pins being adapted to intercept successively
virtue of its pivot lugs at either end contacting thicker heads of pivot lugs extended from the
40 the relatively reduced shoulders of the next lower panel ends, from the bottom panel to the upper
step or reach of the channel ways of the side panel and whereby the panels are spread to close
the door opening.
members of the doorframe.
Figure is a similar detail showing another
Another
object
of
the
invention
is
to
provide
a
vertically collapsible door or partition, compris method of stopping or spreading the door panels

ing a plurality of narrow panels horizontally ex
tended between the side members of a doorframe
the latter being channeled to engage lugs or pins
extended medially from the ends of the panels,
the said pins having heads of increasing thickness
50 or diameter from the predetermined lower panel
to the upper panel, with pins or stops mounted in
the channel-ways of the side members of the door
frame at regularly spaced distances one above the
other, in such manner as to successively intercept
55 and stop the several panels on their downward
45

to close the door opening, by means of pins or is
stops mounted at either side of the heads of the

pivot lugs supporting the panels, these heads be

ing increased in diameter from bottom to top and
the pins being spaced further and further apart

to correspond, and whereby the same automatic
spreading of the panels is secured as by the ex
pedient shown in Figure 6.
figure 8 is a similar detail showing still another
method of providing stops in the tracks or chan
nel Ways of the door frame, for the heads of the ES

assa,37s
diameter, as
supporting lugs of the panels, the means here creased
shown being the simple one of striking out angul spective panels, so as to properly spread and
to

lar tabs or points from the walls of the metal

channel ways mounted vertically at the sides of
Figure 8,
or points 2b may be
Figure 9 is a detail in perspective, showing a in
struck
out
of
the
frontal
strips
ic at either side
means through the provision of hexagonal heads
for the pivot lugs of the panels, co-operating with tos serve the same purpose as the pins 2a. Or,
stops in the channel-ways having co-acting and
O
angularly disposed margins, for setting the panes
angularly from the vertical for providing venti nally extended slots 2d-2er from botton to
lation as may be required.
r
of the strip, each slot being of slightly
Figure 10 is an enlarged detail of an inner, top
width than the one below it, and of a
slotted stop plate, provided with longitudinally greater
length substantially corresponding to the width ls
extended slots of increasing width from the pre of
a panel, thereby providing stop shoulders 2f

the door ways.

O

determined lower to the upper end thereof, the upon which the heads 4a of the lugs 4, of suc
same being designed for mounting within the Cessively enlarged diameter from bottom to top
channel-ways of the vertical side members of the
the assembly, may have a bearing at either
door frame, upon the inner walls of the facing of
plates be
plates, to serve as stops for the successively dia side of the doorway, one of these said
of

metrically enlarged heads of the supporting pivot ing mounted within the channel

lugs of the panes.

In practising this invention I provide a plu- .

rality of relatively narrow panels or shutters ,
25

30

constructed of any suitable material such as
thin wood or sheet metal, and which may in
clude reinforcing ribs 2 if desired, and one of
these panels being disposed at a suitable eleva
tion in the complete door may be provided with
ahaving
windowthe3, outwardly
if wanted. disposed
Short bolt-like
studs 4
heads 4a are
anchored in the ends of these panels in exact
longitudinal alignment with each other. but
slightly to one side of the median line of each
panel, so that as supported from these lugs the
predetermined lower sides or margins of the

panels will automatically turn downward through

40

gravity. Channeled side members or bars are
vertically mounted at either side of the door A,
the same being preferably of metal and including
the backs 5a, sides 5b and facing plates or strips
Sc the latter being spaced apart to provide the
medial and longitudinal slots id which are of a
width nicely and freely to pass the studs ,
whereby the panels are slidably mounted at their

and holding the panels or any desired so

panel angularly in open position and so as to
facilitate ventiation within the building involved.
The panels may be pulled upwardly and col
lapsed horizontally together for opening or
clearing the doorway, by means of ropes S se
at lc to the extended ends of the lower

lugs 4 and extended over pulleys 6, the
at and brought together
of the structure. Obviously .
46

ends to the said channeled side bars.

The purpose of the invention is to provide
means for spreading these panels one over the
other from bottom to top in an overlapping re
lation as shown in Figure 1, so as to close the

entire door opening. This object may be ac

complished by any one of several methods. As taha structural features of the invention, I claim
represented in Figures 5 and 6 this is done by - the right to vary the same in minor details, not
making the heads a of the hugs 4 of constantly departing however from the essence of the in

and gradually increasing thickness from the pre wention as defined in the appended claims.
determined bottom panel a to the top panella,

claim:
and then mounting pins or stops 2 transversely
1. A Collapsible closure for a door opening or
through the members S over the backs thereof, the like, comprising channeled side bars mounted
in such position and arrangement that each suc in paralled alignment at either side of the open

cessive set of pins, one at either side of the door

frame and in horizontal alignment, will function
to permit one of the panels or shutters to side
down vertically and then to freely support that
panel through the bearings which the heads a
will have upon each successive set of the aligned
pins, from bottom to top. of the assembly.

In lieu of the foregoing method and as repre

sented in Figure , the same result as to the
spreading and locating of the panels may be
brought about by a gradual increase in the diam

eter of the heads 4a from botton to top of the
assembly, and then locating stop pins 2a at
either side of the slots id in the channeled tracks
and in suitably vertically spaced relation to nice
75

ly intercept the bolt heads of successively in

ing, a phurahity of panels of a length to trans- 0

3
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ward movement of one of each of said panels at
different levels in the door opening to spread the
panels from top to bottom of the said door open
ing by gravity and hoist means for elevating
Said panels to horizontal stacked position to clear
the door opening.
2. A collapsible closure for a door opening,
comprising channeled side bars mounted in par
allel alignment at either side of the opening, the
bars having slotted facings, a plurality of rela
tively narrow panels of a length to transversely

mounted and adapted to drop vertically in over
lapped relation to close the same, and to be
pulled up and collapsed horizontally together for
clearing the opening, the said mounting means
including pivot lugs eccentrically extended in
longitudinal alignment at either end of the pan
els and adapted to paSS through the slotted fac
ings of the side bars and freely slide therein and
coacting stop pins on the inner walls of the chan
nels of the side bars and at the ends of the pivot
lugs, for automatically stopping and Spreading
the panels from bottom to top of the door open

10

Span the opening and of a width to close same
from bottom to top when spread thereover in ing through downward movement of the panels
Vertical Overlapped relation, and adapted to be following their release from a relatively elevated
collapsed horizontally together at the top of the position.
5
Opening for clearing same, pivot lugs eccentri
5. A collapsible closure for a door opening or
cally extended in longitudinal alignment at the the like, comprising channeled side bars mounted
ends of the panels and adapted to freely slide in parallel alignment at either side of the Open
Within the slots of the facings of the side bars, ing, a plurality of panels of a length to trans
the inner ends of the lugs being headed and versely span the opening and adapted to overlap 20
these heads being progressively enlarged from one another in a spread or expanded relation for
the predetermined lowermost panel of the assem closing over the opening or to be pulled upwardly
bly to the uppermost panel thereof, and means and collapsed flatly and horizontally together for
Within the channels of the side bars and ar clearing the opening, pivot lugs eccentrically ex
ranged in Spaced relation therein from bottom tended in longitudinal alignment at either end 25
to top of the bars for successively abutting the of the panels and adapted to enter and slide
progressively enlarged heads of the pivot lugs at within the channels of the side bars, the panels
the ends of the panels to limit movement of and being suspended from these lugs and the eccen
thereby position the panels, whereby the panels tric mounting causing the panels to automati
as dropped downWard from the top of the door cally turn vertically for closing the opening of 30
Opening Will automatically spread over the door the door when they are spread thereover from
Opening and close same, the panels turning ver bottom to top, panel spreading means compris
tically in overlapping relation due to the eccen ing successive enlargements of the pivot lugs
tric mounting thereof as aforesaid, and means from the lowermost to the uppermost of the pan
for raising and horizontally collapsing the panels els, and complemental and co-acting elements in 35
together at the top of the door opening.
the channeled side bars to successively intercept
3. In a closure construction, a plurality of pan the correspondingly successive enlargements of
els movable to and from a position in stacked the pivot lugs of the panels and means for rais
relation to approximately a position in a common ing the panels to their horizontal stacked posi
plane, projections on said panels, guide means in tion for clearing the door opening.
m
40
Which Said projections are slidable and rotatable
6. A collapsible closure for a door Opening or
to and from said positions, stop members on said the like comprising channeled side bars with
guide means at different elevations each engage slotted facings mounted in parallel alignment at
able by and adapted to support a different pro either side of the opening, a plurality of panels
jection when the panels are disposed in the said of a length to transversely span the opening 45
aproximately common plane, said stop members mounted and adapted to drop vertically in Over
being at progressively increasing distances later lapped relation to close the same, and to be
ally of the path of movement of the projections pulled up and collapsed horizontally together for
in the direction away from said first mentioned clearing the opening, the said mounting means
position and said projections on each lower panel including pivot lugs eccentrically extended in
being narrower than the projections of each ad longitudinal alignment at either end of the pan 50
jacent upper panel to thereby enable the projec els and adapted to pass through the slotted fac
tions to be retracted past and between the said ings of the side bars and freely slide therein and
laterally spaced stop members from said first co-acting means for spreading the panels COm
mentioned position.
prising successive enlargements on the pivot lugs
4. A collapsible closure for a door opening or from lowermost to uppermost and COmplemen 55
the like COmprising channeled side bars with tary stops within the channels of the side bars
slotted facings mounted in parallel alignment at for successively intercepting the same.
either side of the Opening, a plurality of panels

of a length to transversely span the opening
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